The American Mathematics Competitions are a series of examinations and curriculum materials that build problem-solving skills and mathematical knowledge in middle and high school students. Today, the competition has grown to over 300,000 students worldwide participating annually.

The MAA AMC administers 14 competitions annually to include:

- **American Mathematics Competition 8 (AMC 8):** AMC’s middle school level competition*
- **American Mathematics Competition 10/12 (AMC 10/12):** AMC’s high school level competition*
- **American Invitational Mathematics Examination (AIME):** AMC’s invitational competition for high scoring AMC 10/12 participants
- **United States of America Mathematical Olympiad (USAMO) and United States of America Junior Mathematical Olympiad (USAJMO):** AMC’s top invitational competition for high scoring AIME participants
- **The Putnam Competition:** An annual mathematics competition for undergraduate college students in the United States and Canada

*These competitions are available in French, Spanish, large print, and braille.

Find a community of students just like you who have the same interests, drive, and require challenges beyond the classroom.

NOW OFFERED ONLINE! maa.org/AMC